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ENHANCED INTERROGATION (I) 

An Issue for Discussion 

 

It is important that we continually discuss this issue in the 

context of and in contrast to, the other detailed material. It 

must be stressed; you will know what to expect. Here, is a very 

much tamer (understatement, to say the least) example of the 

‘practice’.  

The methods for enhanced interrogation used are carefully chosen 

by those using them, to be sufficiently effective which means to 

break the spirit of the suspect but without causing permanent 

damage or leaving any marks.  

Among the techniques (far from exhaustive) are :  

Placing a blindfold on a person and slapping her/him. The 

slapping is meant to hurt sensitive organs such as the nose, 

ears, brow and lips. The blindfold is required to prevent the 

detainee from seeing the slap coming, so that she/he would not 

move her/his head in ways that result in vital organs being 

injured. 

Another technique is to force the subject into an extended wall 

sit – which is a bending of the knees halfway, only supported by 

their back pressed to a wall. 

If the suspect falls, the interrogators place (force) her/him 

back in position, and they keep her/him there even if the 

suspect cries, begs or screams. 

Another variant is having the suspect sit on a backless stool 

with her/his arms and legs cuffed. The interrogator then forces 

her/him to lean back and remain in the stress position. The 

subject would be forced to use her/his stomach muscles to avoid 

falling. Oftentimes the interrogator will force the detainee to 



raise her/his hands to shoulder height while they are handcuffed 

behind her/his back. 

The interrogators are aware of the discomfort and pain caused by 

enhanced interrogation. 

Other methods : Shouting at the detainee from a close distance 

and while grabbing her/him by the clothes. 

Note. The designation interrogator and torturer are synonymous. 
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